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chauncey guy suits

March 12, 1905–August 14, 1991

by  robert j .  scully  and marlan  o.  scully 

guy suits, deCorated sCientist and inspired administra-
tor, is proof that giants once strode the earth. here is 

a man who put the stamp of excellence on everything he 
touched. he cared deeply about science and his fellow man. 
he helped us all to be better than our best.

in the present era of “how does it impact the quarterly 
earnings?” it is important to pause and consider one who 
always kept the big picture in focus and in so doing helped 
his company and his country become more prosperous and 
more productive. as the chief scientific executive officer of 
general electric (ge), guy put many far-reaching programs 
in motion. for example, one of us (m.o.s.) had the privilege 
of interacting with guy suits as a general electric-rensselaer 
Polytechnic institute (rPi) scholarship student. indeed, dur-
ing the early 1960s, ge had many special programs in which 
students from around the country were brought to rPi on 
generous scholarships.

m.o.s. recalls with pleasure a conversation with guy at 
that time. as a naïve young student m.o.s. asked, “how 
does ge justify spending so much money on undergraduate 
scholarships?” guy’s reply was memorable: “We draw from 
the body of knowledge and we feel we should add back in 
like measure.”
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the scientific community is indeed fortunate to have had 
such a truly unique and high-minded leader as c. guy suits. 
in addition to being an eminent scientist, guy embodied com-
mitment and dedication to excellence and leadership. under 
guy suits direction the different units of the company paid 
into a central pool such that approximately two-thirds of the 
ge research lab budget was funded by internal money with 
only one-third coming from external grants and contracts. 
unfortunately, over the next decades the ratio of internal to 
external research funding went from roughly two to more 
like one-half. fortunately, the ratio is now heading back in 
the direction of the guy suits paradigm, with more of the 
research funding provided internally.

in life one’s values determine one’s actions (i.e., our 
response to stimuli is conditioned by our training and back-
ground). science in some ways is just the opposite. the pro-
cess of discovery, invention, and development naturally result 
in insights and technologies that redefine what is important. 
so it is that scientists play a vital role in shaping our society. 
it is thus important to analyze and study the lives of leaders 
who made the united states the scientific powerhouse that 
it became after World War ii.

 guy was born in oshkosh, Wisconsin, the son of a 
pharmacist. he grew up around medford, Wisconsin, and 
completed his schooling there. during his graduate work, 
guy worked as a consultant for the u.s. forest Products 
laboratory. one of his biggest contributions there was the 
development of new methods for measuring the moisture 
content of wood. guy’s innovative achievements began turning 
heads, and in 1929 he was awarded an exchange fellowship 
at the swiss federal institute of technology. he found the 
requirements for graduate work to be somewhat lax in europe. 
to earn a Ph.d. degree at that time one needed only to pro-
duce a research work and pass a verbal exam. he earned his 
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doctor of science degree there in 1929 but returned to the 
university of Wisconsin to further his training. the summer 
of the same year he worked for ge as an intern, returning 
early in 19�0 to begin his lifelong career at ge. guy began 
work as an assistant to albert hull, the inventor of the first 
electron tube. hull had an undergraduate degree in greek, 
and he gave greek names to the electron tubes he invented, 
the thyratron tube being the most famous.

 general electric has always been fond of saying, “our 
people are our most important product,” a motto they still 
adhere to. obviously, they’ve benefited from this, perhaps 
never more so than when they hired the young mr. suits, who 
at the age of �9 became ge’s youngest officer. the nature 
of his experiments, discoveries, and patents were always in-
novative and useful. during his years as director of research 
at ge, guy led teams who developed a literal treasure chest 
of technologies. one such example was the first engineered 
diamonds as well as a patented process for their large-scale 
production. he later guided his research teams in the de-
velopment of borazon® (cubic boron nitride), a synthetic 
material nearly as hard as diamond. another “home run” 
was the multivapor lamp, today’s leading high-efficiency light 
source. on the chemical side of things, lexan® and noryl® 
resins were developed. these last two are world-class polymers 
with excellent resistance to heat, cold, and water penetra-
tion. they have replaced many metals in today’s products 
and comprise everything from compact disks to motorcycle 
helmets. they are increasingly being used in computers, 
surgical instruments, and automobiles.

 When guy began his career at ge he was interested in 
the emerging field of electronics. the word “electronics” 
was just becoming a household word, and the company was 
making basic contributions to its study. he was particularly 
interested in the electric arc and high-temperature plasma 
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phenomena, today the backbone of any industrial assembly 
plant. as with many effective leaders and developers, he 
broke down the complicated into simple terms. he described 
electrical arcs as follows: 

electrical machinery, as a manner of speaking, is made up of copper wires, 
electric fields that form coils, circuit breakers, and the like. the principal 
unknown was what went on in the circuit breaker, involving electric arcs. 
the engineers in the company were very pleased when i got into this field, 
because it was a field where they had felt very baffled and completely lacking 
in any sense of design organization in phenomena involving electric arcs.

 suits eventually acquired 79 patents in his name. his 
experiments included high-temperature arcs in which arc 
temperatures of 18,000 degrees fahrenheit were achieved. 
and he invented original methods of measuring those tem-
peratures. industry today uses much of the comprehensive 
theory developed by guy suits in the understanding of switch, 
light, and welding arc applications.

 he enjoyed his first 10 years with the company as a re-
searcher, but ge is a company with demand for the unique 
resource of good leadership. guy found this out in 19�0 when 
he was made an assistant director of research. as with most 
highly qualified managers, management was the last thing 
he wanted to get into. he even said that it was the remotest 
thing from his mind. 

 World War ii interrupted the course of research and 
development for guy. the company assigned him perma-
nently to the Washington office of war-related r&d in the 
spring of 19�2. We were jumping into the war effort with 
both feet. every individual was expected to contribute, and 
suits contributed mightily, leading a massive u.s. effort on 
radio and radar countermeasures. experts later determined 
that those countermeasures (jamming) saved some �50 planes 
and �,500 lives. in addition, a $2 billion axis radar system 
was rendered ineffective.
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 during the war, guy moved further away from research 
and went more heavily into management. he was on the run 
most of the time, coordinating the efforts of �0 ge laborato-
ries, which were deliberately spread out to increase competi-
tion among fields of opposing interests. for example, radar 
measures and radar countermeasures are competitive fields. 
having them work under the same roof would have been 
less productive, as competition would have been unlikely.

 that security restrictions during the war were stringent 
could not be argued. most scientists felt they were too strin-
gent. despite his frustrations he stayed focused on prioritiz-
ing his teams’ efforts to meet allied demands. in the face of 
almost zero information exchange, as well as the difficulty 
of obtaining accurate details of the technology needed at 
the front, suits was able to stay focused on the needs of the 
military.

 this was accomplished by holding meetings with a 
group of naval, air force, and army officers who could tell 
him what was happening at the front. such pressing times 
made for lifelong camaraderie. for the rest of his life the 
group held annual reunions, a testament to suits’s belief in 
the development and training of personnel as the best way 
to advance any organization. in fact, upon his return to du-
ties at ge he felt that the greatest asset he brought back to 
the company was his acquaintance with some very capable 
people.

 at war’s end guy oversaw the postwar expansion of ge’s 
powerful research arm. a 600-acre site was selected in niska-
yuna, new york, as the home for a new research laboratory. 
not only would guy be the new director of research, but 
the director of the lab as well. he insisted on impeccable 
design and construction features. the result of this today is 
that the facility is still an excellent working laboratory.
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 as guy made an impression on the international scien-
tific community, his list of awards and honorary memberships 
grew large enough to constitute a report in itself. to name 
a few: in 19�0 he was chosen to be one of the outstanding 
young men in durward howes’s “america’s young men.” 
he was elected to the national academy of sciences in 19�6 
and the national academy of engineering in 196�. in 1958 
he was awarded the Procter Prize of the scientific research 
society of america. always an advocate for improving on 
the metallurgical skills in heavy industry, guy received the 
industrial research institute medal as its highest honor for 
contributions to the management of industrial scientific re-
search. he was awarded the advancement of research medal 
of the american society for metals in 1966, followed by the 
frederik Philips award from the ieee in 197�, the King’s 
medal for service in the cause of freedom (u.K.), and the 
Presidential medal for merit (u.s.).

 guy retired in 1965. he remained active in numerous 
scientific and research societies, never losing his drive for 
invention and progress. he designed skis and boomerangs, 
made his own furniture, and rewove oriental rugs. his 
house was largely decorated and furnished with his own cre-
ations—just what one might expect from an inventor. he was 
a self-taught clarinetist, a pilot, a skin diver, a hunter, and 
an exceptional photographer who made his own beautiful 
leather camera cases.

from an engineering standpoint guy was never one to 
be satisfied with the most conventionally accepted technolo-
gies. from skis to boomerangs he always envisioned ways to 
improve even on the most traditional developments. this 
engineering creativity extended to telescopic rifle sights, 
which he found to be inefficient and unreliable—so he built 
his own. but such ambition did not keep him from being 
down-to-earth and approachable. early in his marriage he 
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often had to assist his wife with cooking instructions. his son 
recalls that once his mother called guy to ask how long she 
should boil potatoes. to this he responded sharply, “What do 
you mean, ‘how long do you boil potatoes?’ you boil them 
till they’re done.” surely there was much wit and charm in 
a family as creative as that of guy suits’s. When he passed 
away that family included his wife, laura; sons, david and 
james; five grandchildren; one great-grandchild; and several 
nieces and nephews. 

 guy suits’s great contributions were not only what he 
did for scientists but the general population as well. the 
life of guy suits is a beacon illuminating the attributes of a 
successful life, for him they featured:

• loyalty—he stayed with one employer his entire ca-
reer.

• selflessness—he sought to better the lot of peers, his 
subordinates, and the world’s future scientists.

• dedication—his love of science did not blind him to 
other duties. When his country called, he answered, saving 
thousands of lives.

• success—he was a highly regarded scientist who rapidly 
rose through the ranks of a very competitive company.

here indeed was a giant of a man.
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